The document contains a schedule of bus stops and journey times. It details the departure times and frequencies from a specific bus stop, including school terms, workdays, and holidays. The schedule is divided into sections for Mondays to Thursdays, Fridays, and school holidays, providing specific departure times for various routes.

At the top of the page, there is a list of bus stops and destinations, and a section for the Dél-pesti autóbuszgarázs. The page also includes a section for Árpád fejelem utca, listing stops and journey times.

The main part of the page is a table that lists the departure times and frequencies for different routes labeled with numbers and letters. The table includes columns for the stop names, the departure times, and the frequency of the buses.

The page also includes a note at the bottom indicating that the schedule is valid from 2022.07.01.

---

**Island (or country) and city**: Budapest, Hungary

**Note on data**: All data provided for informational purposes only. Deviations from the schedule may occur.

**Date and validity**: 2022.07.01

---

The table contains the following columns:

- **Stop names**
- **Departure times**: Indicated in a specific format (e.g., 04:19, 19:48)
- **Frequency**: Indicated by intervals (e.g., 07 perc)

---

**Example of a stop entry**: Dél-pesti autóbuszgarázs, Margó Tivadar utca, Szarvas csárda tér, Regény utca, Fedezék utca, Lőrinci út, Bocskai István utca, Lőrinci út (Szabadság utca), Uszoda, Madárdomb köz.

---

**Image and diagram**: The page includes a diagram of the bus stop with a list of stops and a visual representation of the bus routes.